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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
If one peruses various indexes to studies in the
numerous areas of education, he will observe the paucity
of investigations dealing with the history and development
of institutions whether they be universities, colleges,
high schools, or elementary schools.

Every since the edu

cational renaissance which began in the United States dur
ing the latter part of the eighteenth century, educational
institutions have been constantly aware that the world Is
in "a state of continual flux" and; therefore, to keep pace
with the progress of the world, curricula must be con
stantly revised and improved to meet the students' needs
in their respective residential areas.
In line with this philosophy, schools have consoli
dated for the purpose of better serving a larger rural area
and community.

And because the larger student populations

of a consolidated area and community will not all attend
college, or university, industrial arts and homemaking
courses have been included in the curriculum. Thus the
school seeks to prepare people for life, and to serve the
community by increasing the happiness, hopes, and aspira
tions of the people who reside in it.
The growth of colored secondary schools is an Inter
esting field for study.
When one considers the fact that the number of
schools offering secondary education for colored
people has Increased from fewer than 100 to approx
imately 1,400 within a generation, and the more
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significant fact that the enrollment of Negro
high school pupils has risen from 4,000 to
167,000 during the same period, the need for
investigation of the factors involved in this
tremendous educational advance and the impli
cations of this movement become immediately
apparent.
As the high school enrollment increased, the need
for industrial high schools correspondingly increased.

The

provision for industrial education in rural high schools
for colored pupils in Texas helped to extend the Tuskegee
Institute idea of Booker T. Washington—"education of the
hands."

But Washington1s idea, while new to America, was

a paro of the philosophy of the empirics who contended
that "knowledge is gained only through observation and
practical experience."

Thus the idea behind the Arp Col

ored Industrial High School is that of preparing the
pupils to live a better and fuller life in the community.
In so doing it is hoped that they will "live the more
abundant life."
In tracing the history, development, present status
of the Arp Colored School, the writer is ever mindful that
the history of an institution must be constantly rewritten
as the years go by. Therefore this study will present one
period of this development. This part of the history of
the development of the Arp Colored Higjh School ought to
^Gates* Samuel Houston. Negro Secondary Education
in Texas. p. 1.
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prove valuable to the revisers of the curriculum, say 25
to a 100 years hence.
Statement of the Problem
A Study of the Development of the Arp Colored High
School, Arp, Texas, in Smith County from 1929 to 1932.
Purpose of the Study
In this study an attempt will be made to (l) to
give a historical account of the Blaine Schools in Smith
County, Texas, prior to consolidation into the Arp Col
ored High School; (2) to give the present status of the
consolidated industrial school of Arp, Texas.
Method of procedure
Method used will be partly historical and partly
that of the normative survey.
Source of Data
In developing this study, data were obtained from
histories of Texas, textbooks, history of Smith County,
reports of State and Local Superintendents, special reports
from county agents, personal interviews with old citizens
of the community, questionnaires, letters, map of Smith
County, teachers' records, principal's records, school
patrons and parents, and statements from present and former
teachers. Probably the most reliable source on the history
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of Smith County is Dr. Albert Woldert, "A History of Tyler
and Smith County, Texas," published in 1948.

Significance of the Study
In presenting the development of the Arp Colored
High School, the writer realizes that he is preserving a
source which will prove very valuable in the professional
training of the local teachers and subsequent school admin
istrators.

Such a study will enable the educational work

er to detect fad and frills in whatever form they may
appear.

This, of course, will serve as a necessary pre

liminary to future educational reforms in the curriculum
of the school.

It is also hoped that this study maybe a

humble contribution to Texas social, intellectual, and
educational history.

Scope and Limitations
Scone. -- This study covers the Arp Independent
School District in Smith County, Texas, an area of approx
imately 110 square miles.
Limitation. — This study is confined to the history
of the Arp Vocational High school, and its development from
1932 up to 1949.
Related Studies
Until now there have been no complete studies made
on Negro pupils or education in the State as a whole, or
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on any part thereof commonly known as East Texas, West
Texas, and South Texas, with the exception of one entitled
The Development and Present Status of Negro Education in
East Texas8 by William Riley Davis.
In the afore-mentioned study, Davis traces the his
tory of Negro education in East Texas through the various
stages of its growth and notes the influences which have
stimulated or retarded its development. The author of
this study stresses the fact he not only wanted to deter
mine the status of Negro education in 1934, but also to
pay special attention to conditions which handicap its fur
ther progress in that section of the State.

An impressive

statement made by Davis was that his visits to Negro schools
in East Texas reveal the fact that Negro education in East
Texas is in worse condition than official reports sometime
indicate.

It is, therefore, logical to assume that these

same conditions also exist in other sections of the State
as well.
Davis is aware that some phases of the subject will
lend themselves

to further study. He emphasized that the

most important of these are: the needs of secondary educa
tion; the comparison of Negro schools under the management
of white trustees with those tinder control of colored
sDavis,

William Riley. The Development and Present
Status of Negro Education in East Texas.
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trustees; the means of making the Texas educational system
a dual system in reality rather than in name; the need for
securing a state university for Negroes in Texas;3

the

securing of more effective relationship between the Negro
denominational schools and the state educational system; a
study of the quality of classroom instruction; and a survey
of Negro college libraries to determine the suitability of
the available reference material and the library needs of
these schools. The writer of the Arp study wishes to add
to these special problems for study the need for more
studies on the development and growth of individual rural
and urban elementary and high schools for Negro pupils.
As far back as 1903, J. J. Lane* did a study enti
tled "History of Education in Texas."

This was a thorough

going academic discussion of education in Texas, and one
in which he gave some emphasis to Negro education up to
the turn of the century.
Marrs-Bludworth-Taylor® in 1931 compiled a study on
Negro education in Texas.

This bulletin evaluates the

progress of Negro education to 1926 and indicates the

This university is now established in Houston,
Texas, as a result of the N. A. A. C. P. lawsuit brought
against the University of Texas, Austin, Texas, by Heman
Sweatt of Houston.
*Lane, J. J. History of Education in Texas. In
contribution to American Educational History, by H. H.
Adams. Circular No. 2.
_6Marrs, Bludworth, and Taylor, D. B. A Study on
Negro Education in Texas.
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assistance necessary for further development of schools
for Negroes.

G. A. Works,6 in his study reported in the

Texas Educational Survey, volume eight, gives a general
impression of education in the State as a whole without
respect to separate education facilities.

Yet he gives

some space to a consideration of the problems of Negro
education without regards to section or town.
Probably the one study that comes nearer home to
Arp and Smith County education of the Negro is one conduct
ed by E. E. Davis and F. J. Adams7 under the title a Study
of Bural Schools in Smith County, published by the Univer
sity of Texas in 1923.

This study gives helpful backgrounds

of the settlement and rise of education in the county in
decades following the Reconstruction Period in the United
States History.

While it has admitted some progress made

in Education by the Negro in the county, it hastens to add
that the poverty of the Negroes of the county is a finan
cial burden upon white taxpayers.

This shows that they

lacked a sympathetic grasp of the Negro problem.

In other

words, they failed to admit the effect of the slavery sys
tem in which Texas and Smith county took part.

The facts

have proved since the publication of their study that the
Negro is capable of producing wealth if given the chance.

®Works, G. A.
7Davis,

Texas Educational Survey. Vol. 8.

E. E. and Adams, F. J. Study of Rural
Schools in Smith County. University of Texas Publica
tions.
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They also failed to recognize that the dual system of edu
cation in the county was the thing that made education so
expensive to the taxpayer. In this regards the late Dr.
James E. Shepard? President of North Carolina State Col
lege, Durham, uttered a sound philosophical statement when
he declared on the question of a separate law school at his
institution: "Gentlemen, prejudice comes high!"
In various annual educational conferences, Prairie
View A. and M. College, studies and discussions of many
problems of Negro education in the State have been made
and conducted.
Probably the two theses touching more vitally on
the development and historical analysis of individual
schools are the following studies: "The Development of the
George Washington Carver High School of Karnack, Texas, as
a Consolidated School" by T. C. Franklin,® and "Historical
Analysis of Hempstead Negro Schools" by B. S. Luter.10

As

the tendency in Texas shifted from community school set-up
toward that of consolidation, Negro schools took to the
movement, although In many cases, the efforts had to come
from the colored citizens of the communities themselves.

8Shepard, James E. Speaker at Board of Regents,
North Carolina State College.

®Franklin, Theophilus Clay. "The Development of the
George Washington Carver High School of Karnack, Texas,
as a Consolidated School.' Unpublished Master's thesis.
10Luter, B, S. "Historical Analysis of Hempstead
Negro Schools. Unpublished Master's thesis.

9
Showing the advantages and disadvantages of consolidated
schools, Bessie A. Thomas11 wrote a Master of Arts thesis
on consolidation in Waller County.
In the future, as the Graduate Division of Prairie
View A. and M. College, Prairie View, Texas; and Texas
State University, Houston develop, there is a reason to
expect more theses on Negro education in the State—and
particularly on the development and growth of small and
large rural and urban elementary and high schools for the
education of Negro pupils.
The writer of this thesi3 on the consolidation of
Arp Colored High School hopes that the present 3tudy will
be another step in this direction.

He hopes that by pre

senting this chapter on related studies, educators will be
impressed by the paucity of investigations in this field
to the extent that there will be a "so-called" educational
research renaissance in the area of Negro education.

Thomas, Bessie A. 'Advantages and Disadvantages
of the Consolidated Schools in Waller County, 1942."
Unpublished Master's thesis.
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Town of Arp. —

The little restricted town of

Arp is located on the Missouri Pacific Railroad between
Troup and Overton, Texas. The State highways number 35 and
110 join with the railway in affording accessibility to the
town.
The life of the town depends upon the oil industry—
mainly, Premiers Oil Refinery—and the Arp Nurseries.
These industries furnish the blood of the economic life
for the families on the outskirts of the town as well.
A Post Office, a state bank, a variety store, a
cleaning establishment, auto accessories and repair shop,
a lumber yard,two hardware stores, two drug stores, four
grocery stores, one drygoods store, one seed and feed
store, a small ice plant constitutes the major business
establishments that meet the immediate needs of the citi
zens. The village doctor with his nurse wife attend the
ills of people. Several churches offer religious worship.
A large white school serves an area of 100 square miles.
The little town is large enough to be convenient,
but too small to offer straying paths to the youth

of

either race. Therefore Arp may be considered an ideal civ
ic center for a large rural school--two of which it can
boast at convenient distance apart.
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Occupational and. Economic Status
The entire area, including Arp, at one time was a
farming or agricultural district which produced a fair
amount of corn, cotton, and some lumber; but the discovery
of oil resulted in the usual neglect of these more labori
ous means of making a living. The land has been left almost
entirely untilled. Of course, there are a few people who
farm. The following companies for a long time have fur
nished employment for the people: Sinclair at Liberty,
Sun Oil at Salem, Premier at Arp, pipe and supply companies
at Overton, and the Arp Nursery. The pulpwood industry,
truck farming, sawmilling seem to furnish employment for
these people who prefer to remain instead of migrating to
the urban centers. Women find employment as domestics
and farm hands.

Colored maids are employed in some of the

homes.
People who are inclined to be migratory move with
the harvesting group who find employment in the cotton rais
ing areas in the western sections of the state of Oklahoma
and Arizona.

Men,women, and children make up this group.

Individuals who are eligible to take advantage of
the veteran's school with its compensation consider it a
source of income. The wages in this area form, to a large
degree, the net income of many people.

Those who once had

oil holdings or lease money soon found themselves without
lease money, lease, or land, and having been easily swindled,
as they lacked knowledge of civil law, had no money.

These
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people work the surface of the ground a little, while the
women and girls of the families earn a meximum weekly wage
of fifteen dollars. There are about 650 families that own
their homes. The family maintenance, as well as the rent
problem, to a large extent necessitates after-school
employment for many of the high school studentsRecreation
The civic centers furnish little or no recreation
for the Negro boys and girls of the Arp district.

A few

motion picture houses are open to them. The town of Arp
bars Negroes entirely from the theatres.

Overton and

Troup are available to those students who are close enough,
or who have automobiles. To a very large number, the Arp,
Industrial Colored High School is the only agency whereby
wholesome recreation is provided. Even this is limited
because of the low economic status of the boys and girls.
During the school session, the school is the recreational
center for all communities making up the present consoli
dated districts. Though Arp football games are played on
the stadium grounds of the white school, Arp and Overton
basketball games in some instances have been played in gyms
outside the district because of racial prejudice.

In

other instances games were left unplayed.
The cultural centers, besides the school, are the
several churches of the community.

ihe prevailing denom

inations are Baptist, Methodist, and the Church of God, in
the order of their preference. Baptist and Methodist
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preachers are employed part-time, while the Church of God
keeps its minister on a full-time basis.

There seems to

be a tendency to merge the two Methodist churches in the
immediate Arp district. This situation pictures the
slackening grip of the churches as a cultural center.
Educational Level of Parents
It is rather difficult to establish the educational
level of the parents in the school community because of the
vast number of extremes.

Many who attended school dropped

out at that difficult period; others are grand parents
who are responsible for children whose mothers live in
other sections. Some, a few, are graduates of elementary
or so-called high schools in particular sections.
A check-up in the classes in high school English
showed less than one per cent of the homes take a daily
paper or regularly subscribe for any magazine.

Most fam

ilies own radios, which is in itself a redeeming feature.
The programs preferred on the radio are soap operas and
mysteries, music of the emotional type. Only a small
per cent are interested in the news casts.

One can be

safe in placing the level at below junior high school.
Racial Attitudes of the Negroes
It is equally difficult to determine the true racial
attitude of the Negroes in this community as in any other
small southern section.

The Negroes exhibit evidence of

certain adjustments which do not necessarily portray
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their inner reactions to social, economic, or political
injustice. To a very great extent, he assumes extensibly
a quiet unobstrusive attitude in the presence of unfriendly
whites while his relationship is only business.
no equality of social life among the whites.

He seeks

He seeks

employment from them only for the money he may receive.
Some even resent the obvious attempt on the part of some
whites at trying to prove themselves wishers for the race's
success.
As a result of this situation, the Negro in this
section may be said to hold a sensible attitude, because,
otherwise he would place himself in the unpleasant position
of "disfavor at the hands of those of superior advantage,"
The situation is, however, an untroubled, undisturbed
flow of two streams of humanity, each following his own
prescribed route with only an occasional common ground.
Arp Post Office
The status of a village is raised as soon as its
status permits it to have a post office. The exact date
of the establishment of a United States Post Office at Arp
is not exactly known, but it is conceded that it was some
where around the middle of the nineteenth century.1

The

identity of the first postmaster is also unknown. Until
the year 1899, the post office of Arp was known as Straw
berry, Texas, serving a population of about a hundred.
xInterview

with Mr. Wilbur Propes, present post
master at Arp, Texas.
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Somewhere around the year 1900 it was changed to Arp, Texas,
being named after the late Bill Arp, a news correspondent
and journalist from Georgia.
The first posmaster of the Arp Post Office was W. E.
Wilson, a brother of C. R. Wilson, who is at the present
time in the grocery business in Arp. While Mr. Wilson
was posmaster, the post office was located in the building
known then as the Wilson building.
Arnold was appointed postmaster.

In 1912 Preston N.
At this particular time,

there were two rural routes served from the post office—
Frank Moore and Wlater Fair being the carriers on these
routes. In the year 1916, one of the rural routes was
divided between the post offices at Tyler and Troup and
since that time there has been only one rural route served
from nhe post office at Arp, Texas. The first rural route
was about 18 miles long with approximately eighty patrons
being served. Today the rural route is 62 miles long and
serves over 500 patrons. The present rural carrier is
Laut G. Hardy, who has held that position since 1920. He
was preceded by Lawrence Johns T. N. Gordon, Chester Ray,
and Lester Cook in that order. When the first rural route
was established, Arp was a Fourth Class Post Office. To
day, it is a Second Class Post Office with a compliment of
three clerks, the postmaster, and one rural carrier.
From the year 1921 until 1925, the post office was
located in the old Hawkins building. In 1919, the year the
First World War ended, Miss Sudie Gaut was appointed post
mistress and served in that capacity until 1929 when she
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succeeded by Mrs. Delia Gordon. In 1925 the post office
was moved to the Driver building, the present location.
The year 1931 found Arp prospering and growing, due large
ly to the discovery of uhe largest oil field in the United
States located in East Texas.

That year, J. 0. Allen was

appointed postmaster and served until 1938 when he was
succeeded by W. W. Ross, who only this past year retired
from the postal service, with over thirty years of ser
vice -co his credit.
During Mr. Ross' tenure as postmaster, World War II
came. In September of 1943, L. R. Morrison, Voteran of
World War I, transferred from a clerk In the post office
to a Deputy Tax Collector for the United States Treasury
Department. In November, 1942 Jesse M. Hohns, a clerk,
entered the United States Navy as a Navy mail clerk, first
being stationed at Norfolk, Virginia, and later being
transferred to San Francisco, California. In June, 1944,
Wilbur H. Propes, clerk, also entered the United States
Navy, the second employee of the Arp, Texas, Post Office to
become a Navy mail clerk. With the increasing manpower
shortage, it became necessary to employ women as clerks in
the post office. During the war ye*rs, from 1941 to 1946,
there were six female clerks employed. They were:

Mesdames

Nemmle A. Connell, Erma Beal, Edward Wallace, Hortense Allen,
Mildred Middleton, E. J. Stephens.

Of this group, three

had husbands that saw service in World War II.

At present

there are two clerks and the postmaster of the Arp Post
Office that are veterans.
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In February, 1946, Mr. Ross was succeeded as post
master by Thad E. Pace, who resigned in March, 1949, and
was, in turn, succeeded by Wilbur H. Propes.

Since the

early part of the nineteenth century when Arp was a Fourth
Class Post Office serving a population of a little more
than a hundred, it has grown in business and population.
Today the post office is second class, with three clerks,
the postmaster, and one rural carrier, and is serving a
city of over 2,000 people.
Organization of the Blaine School, 1932-1939
The Blaine Junior High School was organized in the
year, 1932, with colored sub-trustees.

Eighty families

constituted the original patrons of the institution.
According to reliable sources,® the establishment of the
school followed a disruption in the Cool Springs Church®
and the wrecking of the old school building by a storm.
The church was split into two factions.

One of them estab

lished a church several miles north on the Old London Road.
The school was built a few hundred yards distance east of
the church, and it was named the Blaine School, or more
rightly termed the Blaine Junior High School.
The school term was usually six months.

Pupils at

tending this school ranged in ages from six to seventeen.
®From an interview with McClendon and L. 0. Winkfield, officials of the Flemming Chapel Church.
8A

small Methodist Church.
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The economic life of the community centered around the
farm.

Boys and girls attended school whenever farm chores

did not demand that they remain at home.

Bad weather was

another cause for irregularity of attendance.

The reader

can easily see how this fluctuation in daily attendance
would ultimately advance the age level of the pupils for
graduation, even from the eighth grade.

A few of the more

brilliant pupils attended high school in nearby larger
towns.

But most of them remained on the farm.
In 1936, a four room brick veneer building, was

constructed and was named the Blaine Junior High School.
But in reality, the school did not become a Junior High
institution until 1938.
Evidently a large number of parents had by this
time become more interested in the education of their
children, for a considerable number after finishing the
tenth grade went to Tyler, Texas, to do their high school
work at the Etamett Scott High School.
The following table will give information concerning
the scholastics of the district in which the Blaine School
was located:
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TABLE I. SCHOLASTICS OF THE DISTRICT AND SCHOOL ENROLL
MMT, BY YEARS, 1934-1939*
Number of
Scholastics

School
Enrollment

1934-1935

210

195

1935-1936

223

202

1936-1937

220

201

1937-1938

230

210

1938-1939

243

231

Year

*Information was taken from the files of the
District Superintendents Office, 1934-1939.

The foregoing table shows a slight fluctuation in
the number of scholastics in the district.

According to

L. C. Winkfield, the consolidated school janitor, who is
at present sixty years of age, this change may be traced
to the fact that families were constantly moving from one
farm to another. The sawmill families also were not at all
stable, and were inclined to move with some degree of
regularity. The lowest enrollment during this period was
195 and the highest, E31.
Transportation facilities were as yet not provided
for the Negro children of the district. This deficiency
had some effect upon the daily attendance of the school.
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Curriculum
Because of the lack of a long time program, and the
fact that the administrators changed rather often, not too
much improvement was made in the curriculum.
three "R's" remained the core of the offering.

Virtually the
No wonder

the school lacked that "holding power" so imperative for
the success of the hoys and girls entrusted in the teach
ers' care.
There were some expansions, however, by this time.
Ninth and tenth grades were added thus projecting the
school into the area of high school training for which it
was not adequately equipped.

Courses in mathematics, Negro

history, English composition and literature, provided more
advanced training for the higher grades.

School Building
During this period, the building program retained
its status quo.

As has already been pointed out, a four-

room brick veneer building continued to serve for instruc
tional purposes.

Teaching Staff
Regardless of whether or not the number of scholas
tics, or increased enrollment, made imperative the employ
ment of additional instructors, none was hired during the
period.

The following table will show the tenure of the
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principals and head teachers as they were then called.

TABLE II. TENURE OF PRINCIPALS OF THE BLAINE JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL.*
Salary
Per Year

Year

Principal

1934-1935

Loys Waters

1

$455

1935-1936

Loys Waters

2

455

1936-1937

J. C. Henry

1

455

1937-1938

J. C. Henry

2

455

1938-1939

J. C. Henry

3

455

Tenure

^Information was taken from the files in the
Superintendent's Office, 1934-1939,
»

The professional training of the teachers can be
seen by examining the following table:
TABLE III. PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN BLAINE
SCHOOL BY YEARS, 1934-1939^

Year
1934-1935

Number of Teachers Having
One-Year Two-Year Three-Year
College
College
College
0
1
5

College
Degree
1

1935-1936

0

1

6

1

1936-1937

0

0

7

1

1937-1938

0

0

8

1

1938-1939
Total

0
0

0
o

8

1

...
1934-1939.
A

^•f-ta ^-n this table were taken from records in
Superintendent, "Head Teachers' Reports,"
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Blaine Junior High School, 1939-1944

Pupil Population* —

Table IV shows the scholastic

and enrollment data for this period. In ten years, the
number of scholastics had increased from 210 to 320, and the
enrollment has increased from 195 to 285 pupils as can be
observed, there was a marked increase in scholastic and in
enrollment during these years.

TABLE 17. SCHOLASTICS OF THE DISTRICT AND SCHOOL ENROLL
MENT FOR YEARS, 1939-1944*
Number of
Scholastics

School
Enrollment

1939-1940

276

240

1940-1941

310

270

1941-1942

301

271

1942-1943

297

264

1943-1944

320

285

Year

*Information was taken from the files of the District
Superintendents Office, 1934-1939.
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Curriculum
The curriculum was improved by lengthening the term
of school.

By now the length of the school term had been

increased to eight months, thereby enabling the school to
do a more thorough job of instructing its youth.

The school

added no new grades during this period, because in four rooms
the facilities would not stand any more additions.
The curriculum was further expanded to include offer
ings in athletic and physical education.

Public school music

also was included among the course offering.
These offerings represent the maximum limit of the
school with reference to curriculum improvements.

Pupils

desiring the benefits of a more varied curriculum had to go
to Tyler, Texas, and attend Burnett Scott High School.
In order to improve health and physical well-being
of the pupils, the school participated in the Federal Govern
ment's "school-lunch program;" thus the addition of a lunch
room became a necessity.

Teaching Staff
The teaching personnel often extended from one period
to another.

During this period, the teaching staff was

increased by one.

Salaries were increased from the $50 to
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$65 range up to $80 and $90.

Even this increase could not

attract the keenest minds to the school.
Table V shows the salaries of the principals and the
number of years tenure in the school.
TABLE Y. TENURE OF PRINCIPALS AND SALARIES FOR YEARS OF
1939-1944*
Year

Name

Tenure

Salaries

1939-1940

I. W. Whitmore

1

$560

1940-1941

I. W. Whitmore

2

560

1941-1942

E. C. Smith

1

720

1942-1943

E. C. Smith

2

720

1943-1944

E. C. Smith

3

720

information was taken from County Superintendent's
Office, 1939-1944.
This table shows that the principal's salary in
creased from $70 per month to $90 per month in 1944.

These

were the war years of high wages and high prices.
The professional training of the teachers will be
observed in Table YI.

It will also be observed that in the

period, 1939-1944, the number of teachers with 3 years of
training had decreased from 34 to 23; and, that the number of
persons holding the Bachelor's degree had increased from 5 to 28.
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TABLE VI. PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS DURING 19391944.*
Number of Teachers Having

Year
One Year
College

Two Year
College

Three Year
College

College
Degree

1959-1940

0

0

8

1

1940-1941

0

0

8

1

1941-1942

0

0

3

6

1942-1943

0

0

2

10

1943-1944

0

0

2

10

Total

0

0

23

28

*Information was taken from the County Superintendentf s
Office, 1939-1944.
Health Program
By now the teachers and

pupils were becoming more

conscious of importance of training In health. Therefore
some instruction was given in this area. The health pro
gram of this period has been greatly improved in the
consolidated period. Therefore, pupils were given periodic
checkup by school nurse serving the district. Pupils were
vaccinated through immunization programs, and free chest
lung X-rays were given.
Curriculum.— With the curriculum expanded from the
simple three "R^* to include mathematics, Negro history,
English composition and literature, physical education and
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music, geography, spelling and health.

Because of a limit

ed number of teachers beginners were taught often by the
advanced pupils. 4

Some attempt was made to prepare the

student for college during this period.

Blaine Junior High School Becomes
the Arp High School
The Rise of the Arp High School. — Discrimination
and unjust treatment of the colored citizens in the Ctaen
School District led to preliminary steps toward consolidation.
The Omen School. 5 The Omen white school was one of the oldest
institutions in East Texas.

It dated back to the middle of

the nineteenth century when Qnen was a prosperous little
village of six stores, two gins, a post office, two churches,
a jail house, and a court house where regular terms of court
were held.
It was In this village that the Sunny Hill Select
Boarding School was founded.

As early as 1880 there were

six or eight teachers in the school, and such courses as
music, law, pre-med, science, business and preparatory
courses were offered.

The county examinations for teacher's

* Interview with Mr. J. A. Hughey, the first principal
of what is now known as the Arp Colored Industrial High School.
g

An interview with Mrs. Luzona R. Flewellen who has
taught in the (kaen Arp District for 19 years. She was born
and reared in the district.
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certificates were held in this school for both white and
colored teachers.

There was no highway nor railroads leading

in and out of that section, but a good county road led from
Troup to Qnen.

Therefore students were carried overland in

wagons, buggies, and stages to this school.

Negroes usually

drove the stages and also carried the mall.

Other Negroes

were hired to do the washing, cooking, and the like in and
around the school.

This offered a means of livelihood

to the Negroes along with farming.
About 1900 a school for Negroes was provided with
one teacher.

This school was located deep in the heart of

a Negro section three miles away.

The white students were

taught by a Professor Grr whose wife headed the music depart
ment.

A Professor Pete administered the examinations for

certification.

There continued to be a wonderful white

sohool until about 1912 when the railroad was built through
the district but did not come to Ctaen or near the school.
Arp, a little town three miles away, was granted the post
office and that served as a second blow to the sohool.
Tyler, the county seat of Smith County, had grown into an
attractive little town.

Hence a County Superintendent was

needed and Professor Pete was moved to Tyler where he con
tinued to direct examinations for certifications.

The Negro

school had grown into a two-teacher institution with Professor
and Mrs. W. H. Hackett doing the instructing.
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The white academy continued for a few years more,
hut the principal who had "been very instrumental in its
development finally gave up. The school was reduced to
three teachers.

A Professor J. T. Lathan of Carthage,

Texas, was secured as principal and superintendent for the
Omen District which included two Negro schools by this
time. The only thing left to remind one of the old school
was the records and pictures in the office.

Each year on

July 10th, the old students returned for their annual re
union. Most of the older white leaders of East Texas
received training from this school.
For a period of nearly twenty years there was no
new school developments. The white population was greatly
reduced, while the colored population was greatly increas
ed.

The Negroes were not able to secure any more teachers

but were furnished good school buildings for instructional
purposes. There was only one store in the little town and
most of the houses were unoccupied. B. J. Wilson (white)®
had secured ownership to most of the old settler's farms.
He owned about a third of the land in the district. Negro
labor suited him best, and therefore he employed them.

At

one time these three white teachers were known to have a
total of thirty-six pupils, while the Negroes had about
317 and only three teachers.
In 1938 a bus was put in operation for whites and
6 Wilson, B. J.
District.

White landowner of Omen School
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for the first three months Negroes rode in the rear seats;
but, because of the older whites, it was discontinued.

It

was after this move that the two Negro schools tried for
consolidation.

There were five Negro teachers in the two

separate colored schools, and they felt if they were in one
plant the work could be more effectively done,
failed.

ihis plan

The schools were receiving state aid, but the

improvements needed were never made.

The district had sub-

trustees who served as news distributors from white to
Negroes, and vice versa.

All of this served as a purpose

to retard progress.
iDarly in 1940 the trustees called a meeting in the
colored schools and explained a proposed bond issue.

The

patrons were told that if they voted for the bond proposal,
a new white school would b« built and that both Negro
schools would be repaired and an auditorium would be added
to the three teacher school.

After these series of meet

ings the Negroes decided to vote in favor of a $100,000 bond
issue.

A modern rock structure for whites was built, in

cluding gymnasium and auditorium, as well as cafeteria.
Before the building was completed, it became necessary to
raise an additional $60,000.

In order to secure the Negro

votes, they were promised the use of the gymnasium whenever
they needed it.

The bond was floated.

The bonding program raised the tax evaluation on
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property. Everybody seemed pleased with the exception of
B. J. Wilson7 who disapproved the move and declared that
he 'would put hay in the building in five years. He turned
his farms into pastures, placed cattle into his pastures,
closed his houses and the white school which had five
teachers and an enrollment of 28 in 1941. Two white teach
ers were discontinued the coming year, and the high school
department was sent to Arp.
The Negro schools did not get as much as a door in
the way of repairs, and one teacher was discharged in spite
of the fact that the enrollment had increased greatly.
Later it was discovered that some of the Negro pupils were
listed in the white census.
The former superintendent was at the meeting in
which Negroes were promised the use of the gym, and there
fore permitted them to practice for a basketball tournament.
The news spread overnight, a petition was secured, a mob
threatened to appear. The superintendent asked permission
to resign. The tournament had to be played in an adjourn
ing district.

And Negroes held meetings elsewhere in the

interest of consolidation.

No district agrees to accept

Negroes even though only one white family lived in the col
ored section of the community, if the Negroes had to pay a
share of the bond. Finally, late in 1942, a vote was
called for the purpose of consolidating with Troup, a

trict.

7Wilson,

B. J. White Landowner, Omen School Dis
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district with, even more debt than Omen.

This was defeat

ed, and on August 13, 1943, an election was held and Omen
joined Arp.

Arp had made some promises of a good Negro

high school somewhere near the center of the district.
This was not culminated until the fall of 1945. The white
school was closed immediately and the colored schools were
moved to the present site of the Colored Industrial High
School of Arp, Texas.8
Need for Consolidation. —

Discrimination and an

unjust treatment of the colored citizens in the Omen school,
as was revealed in the foregoing topic, led to a petition
which was circulated by the Negroes for a consolidation of
the two small schools. Trouble brewed between white

and

colored citizens over the matter of increased taxes and
broken promises for better schools for Negroes, lack of
bus transportation for colored pupils, and similar condi
tion.
The large number of small schools in many scattered
communities which required teachers to prepare programs for
work through nine or ten grades for pupils numbering as few
as one, two or three, in the higher grades.

This gave rise

to the problem of instruction for senior high school and
college entrance.

These small communities, in many cases

only a few miles apart, were so distributed as to bring about the problem of greater or lesser distance for pupils
to go to school. This was augmented by the lack of proper
transportation facilities, as well as the question of paying
rv^.,
Data were taken from files in Superintendent's
Office, 1945-1949.
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tuition at the nearest and most convenient sohool to attend.
These problems, including subsequent dissatisfaction on
the part of the patrons, led the superintendent and board
members to see the need for some constructive readjustments
which would improve the conditions that formerly hindered
the progress of the colored schools.

In 1942-1943, Mr. Andrew

Hansen, Superintendent of the Arp District public schools
began drawing plans for a system of consolidated schools
centered at a strategic point as would serve best the
largest number of communities oonoerned; and at the same time,
fulfill to some extent the promises made for better schools
at previous bond elections.

Mr. J. P. Gibson, who followed

Mr. Hansen as superintendent, enlarged and exeouted the plans
previously formulated by Mr. Hansen.

The results of re

adjustment was the establishment of the Arp Colored Industrial
High School which was located on the site formerly ocoupied
by the Blaine Junior High School.
Since the State made legal a segregated system of
education, the counties also did likewise.

In Smith County

the segregated system had it3 beginning in the 1880 f s.

Like

other states, in the beginning, Nsgro pupils reoeived an in
adequate education in comparison with white pupils.

Today

there is a strong leaning toward equalization of educational
opportunities for both races.
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Parmer Schools that Are Now Consolidated Into
the Arp Colored Industrial High School 6
1. New Home School. — This school was organized in
1924 by seven families. This institution operated
for 14 years and employed one teacher.
2. New Hope School. — Organized by five families,
'fliis sohool operated 45 years and eventually
employed 3 teachers. The community was ex
cellent and the program of the school was
supported by all the pastors.
3. Cool Springs School. — Eight families organized
this school which employed 2 teachers. Six
pupils graduated from this school. The school
staff had excellent support from the community
and the pastors of the various churches.
4. Ebell Sohool. — Eleven families organized the
school in the year 1910. The school operated
for thirty years. Probably five pupils graduated
from this school. Community gave excellent co
operation.
5. .Leach School. — This school grew out of the New
Hope School and was organized by five families.
It served the community far thirty years and had
one teacher. Five pupils graduated from this school.
6. Liberty School.— This was a 3 year high school
located in a community that gave excellent support.
The school had 4 teachers. Five people graduated
from this school.
7. Pine Grove Sohool. — This is a part of the Liberty
School. It was organized by seven families and
employed nine teachers. At intervals it consoli
dated with Liberty schools.
8. Blaine School. — This school was organized in 1926
by eight families. It had colored trustees and was
fully supported by the ministers of the community,
the building was placed at the site which is now
Arp Colored Industrial High School in 1926. From
1927 to 1945 there wer<-< five teachers. This school
had a larger number of graduates than any of the
several which combined with it to make the present
set-up.
®Data secured from Superintendent's Files.
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The curriculum of each of these schools has been
almost identical, and virtually the three
extent of the fields of instruction.

was the

There was little

more than the bare neoessity for staying within the re
quirement.

The progress made from year to year was only

a retracing of the previous steps.

In most instances the

matter of community co-operation was no more then a nominal
Parent-Teachers*

Association.

Only in one instance was

there any material evidence of playground equipment.
The only school which was comparable to the

present

consolidated school was the Liberty School vihich was released
by the Salem District to become one of units on the Arp
Colored Industrial Hi$i School.

The Overton school ad

ministrator, with the Overton School so near the Rusk-Smith
County line, felt that the district was not able to meet the
demands of the state in paying the teachers a basic salary
of $2,000.
from Overton

After some consideration, the high school students
were transferred to the Arp Colored Industrial

High School.
School Becomes A Vocational High School
The new consolidated school was called a vocational
high school in 1947 when a shop building was completed and
installed with machinery and tools.

With approval of first-

class work done after a given period of time the State
Department of Education gave unit credits for this addition
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to the curriculum.

Courses in woodwork, Mechanical drawing,

mattress making, agriculture, typing, and poultry are now
offered to the hoys in the vocational department.

Courses

for girls are offered in Homemaking, typing, voice, music,
mattress making and art.
To a greater or lesser extent, the needs of the pupils
are being met.

Prior to the placing of these courses in the

curriculum, the students were being trained for college
entrance only.

The present curriculum aims at the preparing

of the students for successful performance in some occupations.
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CHAPTER III
ARP SCHOOL TODAY:
PHYSICAL PLANT AND TEACHING PERSONNEL
Physical Plant
Buildings. — With the development of a system of
consolidated school at a strategic point that would serve
the highest number of communities, the Arp High School was
"born. It was "born on the campus of the old Blaine Junior
High school, which is located on the Highway near the town
of Arp. The iirp high School Inherited the four-room brick
building that was the entire physical plant of the Blaine
Junior High School.
Because such facilities were Inadequate to meet
the demands of consolidation, the Arp School Board had
added to the present structure two classrooms, a princi
pal's office, and a library.

This is the sum total of

the physical plant of the Arp High School as of 1945—six
classrooms, principal's office and a bookroom.
Although the writer was grateful for these addi
tions he felt that they were insufficient for the present
needs of the school, to say nothing of the vision of the
future development of his program.
The Homemaklngr Building. — The most outstanding
need was for room spaco for teaching homemaking courses
for the girls. Seeing the

obvious need the principal

organized teacher-community clubs centered around each of
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the several community churches.

With this type of organ

ization, the financial drive for raising funds for a two
classroom building, to the amount of $>2,155t95 was raised
with which the Lula A. Arterverry Building was built em
ploying day-labor given by carpenters of the several com
munities.
Vocational Shop, Building. — The following year in
1946-1947 in a meeting with the community citizens, the
principal presented a building program by which to erect a
mechanical arts building and shop. The plans for this pro
gram were given to the patrons—plans by which the individ
uals would pledge to give stones at 6 Conts per stone indi
vidually or by family.
one individual.

As many as 150 stones were donated

The total amounted to $4,000.00.

Professional labor was done by hired mechanics; carpentry
and painting by student labor under teacher supervision.
This building provided two elementary classrooms, agricul
ture lecture room, and shop.
The Teacherage. — Earlier in the same year (194647) a teacherage, to accommodate instructors who lived out
of the district, was built arid paid for by revenue from
rent. The lumber was prepared by one of the members of
the faculty who owned a sawmill. The labor was done by a
carpenter who resided in the community.
The School Campus. — The school campus which orig
inally consisted of one acre which had accommodated beside
the school building,

the playground and two outdoor

toilets. The drainage was from the highway with erosion
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well under way.
The space "became more and more Inadequate as the
school showed signs of growth, a field of three acres was
leased from a neighbor for playground and athletic field.
With the increase in number of buildings, four acres were
purchased at $75.00 per acre to provide necessary space.
The students under the supervision of an agricul
ture teacher terraced the campus and did landscaping to
beautify the grounds. Playground equipment comprising
swings and seesaws are provided for children of the ele
mentary grade.
The Cafeteria. — The hot lunch program carried out
by the school demanded better quarters than the small room
with shed that originally answered this purpose.

The kit

chen was enlarged, hot and cold water system, a frigidaire, floor covering and interior painting ware included
in the improvement of hot lunch service.
jjymnasium-Auditorium. — The white school of the
district, having observed the Negro shop building, demanded
such for their system, where upon $25,000 bonds were voted
for which to construct a shop building.
The school board voted the $4,000 remnant of this
fund to be given to the colored school for an auditorium.
The principal saw how this sum could be the nucleus of
funds for constructing an auditorium-gymnasium. Laying
his plans before the faculty, (after having consulted the
mechanical arts instructor) the principal received the
approval and co-operation of the members of the faculty.
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The financial campaign was organized and the results of
this campaign funds to the amount of $5,000 was

raised,

making a total $9,000 for the building fund.
The structure at completion including mechanics
wages and student labor is valued $15,000. The fourth year
of the consolidation set up brought the problem of paying
for the work already done on the gymnasium along with keep
ing up payments for current expense. The final payment
was made May 20, 1949 with a mortgage burning ceremony, the
happiest experience of ohe school, the community, and friends.
Accessibility-Transportation. — The children of this
district which covers an area of approximately 110 square
miles are transported to and from school by means of four
buses owned by the district and driven by four licensed
drivers—three of whom are citizens of the community, and
one, a member of the faculty.
The buses are of the traditional type. Because many
of them are in need of repair, they often arrive late with
pupils. These vehicles have no heating system, and the
lack of many accessories add to the discomfort of the
passengers.
Three of these buses make one trip. The other one
makes a second trip daily transporting pupils from an area
of 110 square miles. The longest distance traveled by one
bus is 16 miles, or 32 miles including the return trip.
These buses are overloaded with children because the bus
capacity is too small for the routes that are assigned to
the driver.

The school should have three buses added for
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the convenience of the children.

The situation shows that

two "buses have to crowd in 80 pupils many days just after
the harvesting season. This is a situation the writer is
working out through the medium of public relations and he
hopes to be able to relieve the situation very soon.
The physical plant of the Arp High School stands
out as evidence of almost miraculous growth.

Available

materials, co-operative citizens, and efficient faculty
members—these are the factors that have entered into the
measure of success attained.
Teacher Personnel
Training or Preparation. —

At the end of the

period of 1939, Table III, in the previous chapter, showed
that there were eight persons with three years of college
training, and one with a college degree. Table VI, cov
ering the period from 1939 to 1944, showed that in 1944,
there were two teachers having only three years of college
training, and ten teachers with degrees at the end of the
period, 1945 to 1949. Table VII shows that the Arp High
School had no teachers without degrees, 15 with Bachelor
of Arts degrees and two with Master of Arts degrees.
Table VII indicates progressive improvement In the prep
aration of the teachers of the Arp High School, as well
as a marked Improvement over the previous period.
Source of Preparation. — Table VIII shows that
teachers employed at Arp Colored High School were graduates
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TABLE VII. THE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF THE TEACHERS
OVER A PERIOD OF FOUR YEARS *
Year

2 Years 3 Years

Advance
M. A.
4 Years Training Degree

1945-1946

0

1

13

10

0

1946-1947

0

1

14

14

0

1947-1948

0

1

16

14

2

1948-1949

0

0

15

13

2

Data were taken from the files of the District
Superintendent's Office.
of reputable Negro Colleges in Texas. The majority hailing
from Texas College.

Other schools represented by the

faculty personnel are:

Bishop, Prairie View, and Wiley

colleges. Eight teachers, or 47 per cent of the teaching
staff had degrees from Texas College, at Tyler. Six
teachers, or 35 per cent held degrees from Prairie View A.
and M, College; one teacher, or 5 per cent held a degree
from Wiley.

The teaching personnel has a variety of train

ing; 35 per cent had training in the land-grant college
tradition and 65 per cent trained in the liberal arts
tradition with the religious influence of the Baptist;
C. M. E.; and A. M. E. denominational influence added.
The table that follows will give the colleges attended
by the teachers in the Arp High School.
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TABLE VIII. DISTRIBUTION OF NEGRO TEACHERS IN ARP HIGH
SCHOOL ACCORDING TO SEX AND COLLEGE ATTENDED*

College

Number of Teachers
Male
Female

Bishop

0

2

Prairie View A. and M.

3

2

Texas

1

8

Wiley

1

0

Per Cent
11

5

*Data were taken from the files of the District
Superintendent's Office.
A study of Table IX discloses that over a period of
three school years, the tenure of teachers in the Arp High
School has improved. The six teachers with one year of
experience in 1947-1948 becomes the sixth teacher with two
years of experience in 1949. In 1947-1948 Arp had four
teachers with three years of service and four teachers
with four years of service.

The one teacher having seven

teen years of service in 1947-1948 had nineteen years of
service by 1949. However, in point of service the Arp
high school has a young faculty with 15 or 88 per cent with
less than five years of teaching experience.

Only one

teacher during 1948-1949 had more than 12 years of tenure
in the Arp school.
Tenure and Turn-oser. — According to Table X over
a four-year period of operation, the Arp high school has
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TABLE IX.
1949*

DISTRIBUTION OP TEACHER *S SERVICE FROM 1946-

Years of Services

Number of Teachers by Years
1946-47

1947-48

19

0

0

1

18

0

1

0

17

1

0

0

16

0

0

0

15

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

13

0

0

0

12

0

0

0

11

0

1

1

10

1

1

0

9

2

0

0

8

0

0

0

7

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

4

0

0

4

3

0

6

4

2

7

4

6

1

4

6

1

Sup9rinte2alaH%!flSLfr°m th® flle3

°f

1948-49

the Di3trlot
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had a yearly average of 16 teachers—the maximum for any
year has been 19; the minimum, 13. The number of changes
made has been two main causes, resignation and release.
The total number for the two causes in the four years has
been eight, with an average of two per year. Of these
three for undesirable conduct, one automatically released
because of a drop in the scholastic census roll and one,
retirement. The remainder for minor reasons attributed to
personal reactions to school program.
TABLE X. TURN-OVER OP TEACHERS IN THE ARP HIGH SCHOOL*
Number of
Teachers

Year

Number
Resigned

Number
Released

Number
Employed

1945-1946

13

0

0

2

1946-1947

15

0 •

4

4

1947-1948

19

1

1

1

1948-1949

17

1

0

2

* Record of District Superintendent's Office,
1945-1949.
A study of Table X discloses that over a period of
three school years the tenure of teachers in the Arp High
School has improved.
Experience and Age. — Although the Arp faculty is
i

young in point of service at this school, it is probably
not so young in teaching experience.

Table XI shows the
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experience of teachers employed from the years, 1946-1947;
1947-1948; and 1948-1949. It will be observed that in all
three of these periods more than half of the teachers
employed in the Arp school had taught between 12 and 30
years; in 1946-1947, 60 per cent had taught more than 12
years; in 1947-1948, 47 per cent; and in 1948-1949, 53 per
cent. Forty per cent had less than 12 years of experience
in 1947-1948. Fifty-three per cent had less than 12 years
of experience in 1947-1948, and 47 per cent had less than
12 years of experience in 1948-1949. Only five teachers in
1948-1949, or 28 per cent had taught less than six years.
The median years for service at Arp is about three and onehalf years, and the median for experience is about 13 years
and one month.
TABLE XI. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
FOR THE ARP SCHOOL STAFF DURING THE YEARS, 1947-19481949*
Experience
in Years

Frequency of Teaching Staff
1946-1947
1947-1948
1948-1949

25-30

3

3

2

19-24

1

1

2

13-18

4

5

5

7-12

5

4

3

1- 6
Total

2
15

6
19

5
17

•

1949.

Record of District Superintendent's Office, 1945-
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Table XII shows a distribution according to age and
sex. In thinking of experience, one also thinks of age.
How old are the Arp teachers?

Six of them, or 34 per cent

are below 25 years of age, seven of them, or 41 per cent
are from 30 to 45, and four of them are above 45.

The Arp

teachers are old in experience, though young in age. The
Arp teachers are young enough to be vigorous, young enough
in point of service to be optimistic, but experienced
enough to be well balanced and tactful.
It is obvious that although the majority of the
teachers employed in the Arp school have been in service
there for less than five years, yet they are all veterans
in the field of teaching. This has meant much to the
principal in his effort to developing a worthwhile pro
gram in the community.
In the experience, the range is from two to 30
years. The average age and the average years taught bear
this striking ratio 37:13. This brings the average age of
teacher at the beginning of their experience to 24 years.
The following table shows the distribution of teachers
according to age and sex.
Salaries. —

It will be interesting to observe the

difference between the salary schedule for 1946-1947 and
that of 1948-1949 as well as that prior to 1946.

In the

previous chapter, Table V showed that in 1939-1940, the
principal of the Blaine School received $560.00 for eight
months of service or about $70.00 per month.

Also in the
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TABLE XII. DISTRIBUTION OP TEACHERS ACCORDING TO AGE AND
SEX, 1948-1949*
Age in
Years 2025
Number M P
of
Teach
13
ers

1949.

5660

5155

46'
50

4145

3640

3135

2526
M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

2

0

0 1

2

4

0

0

0

2

0 1 0 1

F

M

F

* Record of District Superintendent's Office, 1948-

year of 1943-1944, the principal's salary was $720.00 for
eight months or $90.00 per month.

Table XIII, however,

shows a frequency distribution of salaries for the year of
1946-1947.

Here it will be observed that median salary

was about $1,481 or approximately $164.00 per month.

The

highest salary for this year was $2,100.00 and the lowest
was $1,326.00.

Three teachers received about $1,800.00

and 12 teachers from $1,300 to $1,500.
Table XIV shows that between 1946-1948, Arp, like
the other schools in the State of Texas, received the
blessing of the State Salary Equalization Lav/.1

Table XIV

^tate Department of Education, State of Texas,
H. B. 295, Equalization Bill. September 1, 1947-August
31, 1949, pTT;
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TABLE XIII. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS' SALARIES
FOR THE YEAR OF 1946-1947*
Salary Distribution

Frequency

#1,301-$1,400

2

1,401- 1,500

10

1,501- 1,600

0

1,601- 1,700

0

1,701- 1,800

0

1,801- 2,000

1

2,001- 2,200

1

Data were taken from record of District Superin
tendent's Office, 1945-1949.
presents a frequency distribution by teachers of salaries
for the year of 1948-1949. The median salary for this
past year was #2,655, or approximately #295.00 per month;
the lowest salary was #2,007 per year, and the highest
was #3,100 per year. Four teachers received more than
#2,700; 13 teachers, more than #2,600 and four teachers,
#2,000 to #2,400. It will be observed that all teachers
last year received higher salaries than the highest paid
teacher in 1946 and almost four times as much as the
principal in the Blaine school in 1944. This increased
remuneration has naturally brought keener minded, better
equipped, more experience, and more satisfied personnel.
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TABLE XIV. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS' SALARIES
FOR THE YEAR OF 1948-1949*
Salary Distribution

Frequency

|2,000-$2,100

2

2,101- 2,200

0

2,201- 2,300

0

2,301- 2,400

2

2,401- 2,500

0

2,501- 2,600

0

2,601- 2,700

9

2,701- 2,800

2

2,801- 2,900

1

2,901- 3,000

0

3,001- 3,100

1

*

Record of District Superintendent's Office,
1945-1949.
Assignment of Teachers. —

The writer believes

that in addition to adequate salaries for making satis
fied teacher, proper assignments in the field of prepare
tion play their part. For this reason the principal has
attempted to make all teaching assignments in the field
of either the teacher's major or minor field of concen
tration while in college.
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Table XV reveals that In the high school depart
ment six teachers were teaching in their major field and
two teachers were teaching in their minor field—or 75
per cent and 25 per cent, respectively.
TABLE XV. ASSIGNMENT OP TEACHERS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT ACCORDING TO THEIR MAJOR OR MINOR FIELD,
1948-1949*
Number
of
Teachers

Major

Minor

Subjects Taught

1

Mathematics

English

English-Librarian

1

Home Economics

Education

Homemaking

1

Agriculture

Education

Agriculture

1

Mathematics

English

Mathematics

1

Natural Science

Mathematics Science

1

Home Economics

History

Social Science

1

Industrial
Arts

Shop

Industrial Arts

1

Music Education

English

Public School
Music

* Record of District Stiperintendent's Office,
1945-1949.
'
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TABLE XVI. * ELEMENTARY FACULTY, ASSIGNMENTS, AND
TRAINING

Grades or
Assignment

Degree

Number
of
Teachers

First Grade

A. B.

Second Grade
Third Grade

Major

Minor

1

Mathematics

Elementary
Education

A. B.

1

Elementary
Education

History

A. B.

1

Education

Elementary
Education

A. B.

1

Education

History

Fifth Grade

A. B.

1

Education

Music

Sixth Grade

A. B.

1

Education

History

Seventh Grade

A. M.

1

Education

History

Eighth Grade

M. s.

1

Agricultural Physical
Education
Education

Fourth Grade

jjj

1945-1949eC°rd °f

District

Superintendent's Office,
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Table XVI discloses the assignment in the elementary
school.

In this area the distribution approaches the

objectives desired in table XV.

However

circumstances

beyond the control of the superintendent and the principal
makes it impossible to provide a fully satisfactory assign
ment according to majors and minors.

The table shows that

only two persons have a major or minor in elementary
education.
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CHAPTER IY
ARP HIGH SCHOOL TODAY: PUPILS, CURRICULAR, CO-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES AND COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

In this chapter the study of the growth of the Arp
High School will be continued. Here will be presented the
number of potential, and actual pupils and character of the
curricula and co-curricula activities, and the nature and
extent of community service.
Pupils. —

The number of scholastics on record in

the Arp District for the past ten years is shown in Table
XVII. It will be observed that between 1939 and 1949 the
number of scholastics had practically doubled; there were
276 scholastics in 1939 and 547 in 1947-1948.

Between 1939

and 1945, the number of scholastics fluctuated around 300.
After consolidation in 1945, the number of scholastics
increased by approximately 150 pupils. The following table
shows that the enrollment almost doubled during the same
ten years, increasing from 240 scholastics in 1939 to 444
in 1949. While the number of scholastics has increased and
the enrollment has increased each year, the percentage of
pupils who are in school to those who should be in school
has gradually decreased with the exception of 1949 when

nine out of every ten scholastics were in school#

There

are many causes that may he hasle to this difficulty.

It

may he assumed that the disparity existing between the
census enumeration and the actual enrollment as revealed
in the following tahle is due to several factors, either
of which, or a combination of two or more, may contribute
to the failure of these pupils to enroll in school.

These

factors which possible cause the pupils to fail to enter
schools are:

(1)

the mobility of a large percentage of

the school population,
credited schools,

(2)

the proximity of other ac

(3) the Inadequacies in the facilities

for transporting the children to and from school, and (4)
the nearby Rose Nurseries that offer lucrative employ
ment opportunities to children of school age.
TABLE XVII.
1956-49*
Years

SCHOLASTICS, ENROLLMENT AND PERCENTAGE FCR

Number of
Scholastics

Enrollment

Percentage

1939-40
1940-41
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44

276
310
301
297
320

240
270
271
264
285

87
87
90
88
89

1944-45
1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49

330
400
500
547
481

290
349
421
429
444

87
87
80
78
92

*Taken from the files of the district superintendent
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Enrollment of the Elementary School According to
Sex. —

In Table XVIII, it is interesting to note the sex

to which the pupils of this school belong in order to see
exactly how many of each enrolled in each grade and to see
if the ratio of boys to girls remains constant throughout
the twelve grades of the school. In the following tables
an attempt is made to give this information about the school
for the years studied.
TABLE XVIII. ENROLLMENT OP THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ACCORD
ING TO SEX AND GRADE OF PUPILS *
1

M

5

4
M

F

M

F

7

M F

M

8
F

M

F

M

19451946 35

37

24 14 14 13 15 14 14 16 11 8 12 11 14 14

19461947 50

41

21 15

22 11 14 20 17 14 21 18 10 9 17 15

19471948 38

37

20 18

20 15 26 13 12 13 17 11 17 17 9 11

19481949 36

26 19 23

21 19 20 21 22 15 16 16 11 12 16 18

To 159 141 84 70
tals

77 58 75 66 65 58 75 53 50 49 56 58

F

F

6

F

Year

M

3

2

Record of District Superintendent's Office,
1945-1949.
It has been shown in Table XVIII and in Table XIX
that is to follow the sex to which all these pupils belong.
Males outnumbered females consistently in the first seven
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grades of the school; but, except in the ninth grade, from
then on through the twelfth, females gain steadily until in
the twelfth grade, the ratio of females to males is more
than two to one.
TABLE XIX. ENROLMENT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL ACCORDING TO
SEX AND GRADE OF PUPILS*
9

10
M

12

Year

M

1945-1946

22

20

5

14

5

13

3

3

1946-1947 15

12

17

18

3

11

4

10

1947-1948 17

15

15

15

18

22 .

7

17

1948-1949
7
Total
61

8
55

20
37

16
63

22
48

24
70

10
" 24

20
50

1949.

F

M

11
F

F

M

F

* Record of District Superintendent's Office, 1945Elementary and High School Enrollment by Years,

1945-1949. —

In the elementary school there has been an

upward trend in enrollment from 255 in 1945-1946 to 306 in
1948-1949. Each grade indicated this general growth with
the exception of the first grade.

The first grade shows an

abnormal elimination in relation to the enrollment in the
second grade.

Over the four year period the enrollment in

the first grade has averaged 73.75 pupils per year; whereas,
in the second grade the enrollment has averaged 40.75 pupils
per year over a period of 4 years, almost a 50 per cent loss.
This has been a source of much study for the principal.
This table also shows that there is a general decrease in

enrollment from the first grade to the eighth grade.
TABLE XX. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY GRADES, 19451949 *
1945-1946

Grade

1946-1947

1947-1948

1948-1949

1st Grade

72

91

75

62

2nd Grade

36

36

38

42

3rd Grade

27

33

35

40

4th Grade

27

34

39

41

5th Grade

30

31

25

37

6th Grade

19

39

28

27

7th Grade

13

19

34

23

8th Grade

28

32

20

34

252

315

294

306

Total

1949.

* Record of District Superintendent's Office, 1945Table XX reveals that the first grade reached its

peak in 1946-1947, and that there has been a steady de
crease in the enrollment of that grade in the last three
years. The table further reveals that there has been a
gradual increase in the enrollment in all of the grades.
The greatest increase in enrollment has occurred in the
fourth grade.

There, the enrollment increased from 27 to

41.
Like the elementary school enrollment, the Arp High
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School department has grown during the last four years from
85 in 1945 to 119 in 1949,

Each grade has shown an Increase

over these years with the exception of the Ninth Grade#

It

will be observed that fluctuation In the Elementary depart
ment of the school enrollment affects the enrollment in the
ensuing year-the Ninth Grade enrollment.
class was the largest In Arp*s history.

The 1948-49
From Table XXI

it might be Inferred that about one-third of the pupils
in the Arp school distriot take advantage of their high
school opportunities.

TABLE XXI. HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY GRADES FOR YEARS
1945-1949*
Grade

1945-1946

1946-1947

1947-1948

1948-1949

9th Grade

42

27

32

15

10th Grade

19

35

30

28

11th Grade

18

14

30

46

12th Grade

6

14

24

30

85

90

116

119

Total

*Record of Distriot Superintendent's Office,
1945-1949.
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Table XXI shows that the ninth grade enrollment decreased
between 1945-1949 from 42 in 1945 to 15 in 1949, while the
tenth grade enrollment increased from 19 in 1945 to 28 in
1949.

The eleventh grade enrollment increased from 18 in

1945 to 46 in 1949, and the twelfth grade increased from
6 in 1945 to 30 in 1949. It is to be noted from the table
that there is a 500 per cent increase in enrollment in the
twelfth grade during the years in 7/hich the study is made
and a 150 per cent enrollment increase in the eleventh
grade. The sharp increase in enrollment evinced itself
in the eleventh and twelfth grades.
At the 1948-1949 commencement exercises, 26 boys
and girls received diplomas. Fifteen were offered scholar
ships to the following colleges:
Texas College, Tyler, Texas
Butler College, Tyler, Texas
Prairie View A. and M. College
Texas State University, Houston, Texas
Tillotson College, Austin, Texas
The striking fact about the graduates of the Arp
High School, as is the case with most rural high school
graduates, is that they are unable to meet the financial
requirements for college entrance.

Therefore the large

percentage of graduates, who do not enter college, have
to work to assist in the support of the family, or save
and reserve funds for college for some later date. How
ever a small percentage has been able to accept scholar
ships. Since they cannot go to college, for a large num
ber of the graduates, the only alternative is marriage.
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Curricular and Co-Currioular. — The curriculum was
very limited in the Arp Consolidated Schools before 1945
because of limited facilities and teacher personnel as ob
served in the previous chapter.

To a great extent, the

curricular organization of the elementary school depart
ment follows the pattern listed in State Department Bulle
tins1 for elementary Schools, Number 471.

The curricular

program for the various grades include the following sub
jects:

reading, writing, spelling, music, art, science,

health, arithmetic, safety education, geography, and so
cial studies.
The elementary teacher uses the block schedule, in
cluding visual aid teaching aids. "A school curriculum
cannot remain static in a dynamic society."8

The general

public expecos the schools to provide children with the
training requisites for successful participation in the
present social and economic order.

This can hardly be

obtained with out-of-date curricula in the rural schools.
The Arp High School curriculum, although conforming
to the State pattern of curriculum offerings, has by vir
tue of pupils' needs, teaching personnel, set up a curricu
lum somewhat peculiar to its own situation.

It blends the

standard vocational curriculum, uhe small town or high

^•State Department of Education Bulletin. "Basic
Areas of Learning in elementary School."
a0tto, Henry J.
Elementary School Organization and
Administration. p. 91.
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school curriculum, and the Standard Curriculum, and the
standard academic curricular into one especially adapted
to the Arp pupils. Briefly it offers four units of English,
three units of mathematics, three units of vocational agri
culture, three units of home economics, three units of
social science, including guidance, one unit of science,
and one unit of typing, Spanish, music, physical educa
tion, and mechanical arts.

The physical and health educa

tion program is worthy of mentioning at this point.
Health and Physical Education. —

The promotion of

an educationally significant program in health and physi
cal education is a joint responsibility assumed by the
State and County Departments of Health and Departments of
Education. The effectiveness of such a program depends to
a large extent upon the administrauion and teaching person
nel of each school. The reader has uhe lack of interest
shown in health instruction as he reads the development
of the Blaine Junior High School, because the teaching
personnel did not project to any large extent a program
of this kind.
"The school, home, and the community have a co
operating and continuing responsibility for the health of
the school population both in and out-of-school hours."3
Realizing this, the faculty of the Arp Colored High
School has set up a program which oies in with "the home
health project" which aims at the conservation of human
3Ibid..

p. 9.
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resources of the community.

The staff believes that the

community cannot thrive without the school; the school
cannot continue without the child; the child cannot be an
asset to his environment without normal health; the normal
health of the pupil cannot be conserved without uhe direct
attention of the correct function of the school.

A program

to the above ends include:
1.

Control of communicable disease.

2.

Minimizing communicable health problems and
defects.

3. Provision for an instructional program.
4. The inclusion of adequate nutrition supervision.
5. Development of methods for integration of school
health programs with that of the community.
6. Provision of adequate activities for pupils.
.Visual Education. —

A visual-aid program has been

started, and since the school has purchased a moving pic
ture projector, more use will be made of these teaching
aids.

A continuous loan and rental program is carried in

such a way as to enhance instruction with the use of viaual
aids. The school holds membership in the Houston Film Club•
The teaching staff plans in the future to develop
glass slides, maps, globes, charts, graphs, photographs,
prints, specimens, poster, and sand table. It plans to
make more utilization of radio programs, sound recordings,
reproducing, and distributing equipment.
The administration is indeed aware that one of the
factors which has served to retard the normal development
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of the use of visual aids to instruction has been the nar
row interpretation by some of Uhe most active workers.

Some

think of "visual" instruction as being ohe use of the mo
tion picture for instructional purposesc others think of
the glass slide or film slide; and still others think only
of the excursion, specimen, and museum materials.
At the Arp Colored High School, visual-aids are
thought of as including the afore-mentioned things.

Per

haps these and the aural devices might all be classified
more appropriately under the general term "scientific aids
to learning," as very few can do more than aid the pupil in
the acquisition of usable knowledge.
Films shown at the school have included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sex Education.
Conservation of Wildlife, Forestry, Soil,
Health.
Instruction in the Processes of Mathematics
Study of Areas in Geometry.
How to Study.
How to Use the Library.
How to use the Dictionary.

Co-Curricular Activities. -- Perhaps the greatest
"holding powerwof a school, is not so much the courses in
the curriculum, as the extra-curricular activities.

These

activities are often the gateway to leadership, and stu
dents take advantage of them immediately.

The Arp Col

ored High School is organized so as to encourage student
participation in all of its activities.

In some ways the

types of activities of activities are designed to meet the
needs of the school and community.
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The teaching staff is aware that all of our children
must somehow become reasonably competent participants in
the ongoing social processes of life, and that most children
cannot master those processes upon the basis of verbal or
printed descriptions alone. Hence to become competent to a
larger degree, the students must be given participation in
some stimulating activities.
Among the clubs and the extra-curricular activities
of the Arp Colored High School are:

New Farmers of America,

New Home makers of America and Student Council.

A descrip

tion of these activities are interesting and hi^tily profit
able.
New Farmers of America. — The New Farmers of Amer
ica, which is organized among the boys of the high school
department and affiliated with the district, state, and
national organization, carries out a full developmental
program of the State and National organization.

The reg

ular program, public installations, club-community activi
ties, and Father and Son Banquet are under the direction
and supervision of the teacher of vocational agriculture.
This organization, on the school campus of the Arp Colored
High School, is four years old. Its enrollment has incltided
75 per cent of the boys enrolled in the ninth, tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth grades.

The program of the New Farm

ers of America contains three well defined features, name
ly; leadership activities, fundamental skill activities,
and recreational activities.

Through the activities of the
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New Farmers of America the school-community health program
was more effectively carried out.

The water purification

and reforestration programs, including also a conservation
program, have been undertaken with the assistance of the
members of this organization.
New Homemakers of America, --

The history of the

New Homemakers or America Chapter of the Arp Colored High
School parallels that of the New Farmers of America.

Their

activities have the same classification as those of the
New Farmers of America. During the 1948-1949 school term,
the New Homemakers of America mapped a program which in
cluded health conservation, child care, first aid, care of
the sick, and recreation. The regular meetings, initia
tion ceremonies, and activities of rhe Arp Chapter of the
New Homemakers of America are held under the supervision of
the instructor of homemaking.
Two times each year the New Farmers of America and
the New Homemakers of America meet jointly to plan co
operative activities, such as: "Father-Son Banquet" and
Mother-Daughter Banquet."

The two organizations also make

plans for athletic ev«nts and contests for the county, dis
trict and State meets.

They send delegates to all of the

meetings of the district, State, and national organizations.
Many local contestants won first place in many of the de
partment meets of the district and state.
The officers of the New Homemakers of America are se
lected from girls of outstanding ability and superior
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scholarship.

Most of shem have been on the Honor Roll dur

ing the greater part of their high school career. Each
year the officers and outstanding members of the New Homemakers of America make an educational trip to further their
education outside the school.

During the 1948-1949 school

term the Arp Chapter of the New Homemakers of America took
a trip to the Rocky Mountain hospital where the members
heard lectures and saw movies shown by the medical staff.
As a result of this tour, plans are being made for a blood
teat to be given to all high school students. The program
of the local chapter emanate from the Master Program for
National organization.
Student Council. — The initial organization of the
Student Council was established in 1948-1949 under the
direction of a faculty committee appointed by the princi
pal of the school.

The committee was charged with the

responsibility of explaining the purposes and functions of
such an organization in the light of established school
policies. The Student Council consisted of two represen
tatives from each of the high school grades.

They elected

their officers from this general body. The Student coun
cil helps in planning the programs for the weekly assem
bly hour, in matters of discipline as it emanates from
self control and in a patrol system connected with bus
transportation and passing during she day.

The Student

Council contributes valuable assistance in raising the level
of student behavior and the desire for a greater school
community. The members of the Student Council attempt to
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sell the purposes and virtues of the organization to the
student body through panel discussions and symposiums.
Principal's Council consists of seven members of
the faculty selected from the several departments.
principal of the school is chairman of the council.

The
This

body has for its purpose assisting the principal in mat
ters of discipline, social activities of teachers and stu
dents, emergencies that may arise, and in extreme cases of
questionable conduct of the students.

The council is sub

ject to call a meeting whenever the occasion arises, and
disciplinary cases or problems are considered less impor
tant than other more weighty matters. In fact, a few
extreme disciplinary cases which require little delibera
tion because of their nature, that are weighty and require
prompt action by the principal are not presented to the
principal's council.
The Choral Club is composed of all high school pu
pils. They learn the fundamentals of sight-singing, music
appreciation, and group singing.

They hold an annual

Spring Musical each year. The group has been presented at
the East Texas Teachers' Association, churches in Arp, and
before white audiences in the community.
School Sports. — School sports are vital activities
of the school program.

The principal sports that the chil

dren engage in are basketball and football.

The limited

funds have impeded the progress of these activities.

The

program can not progress unless the appropriations are
made to get the equipment that is needed.
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Summer Recreational Clubs. — Most of the recrea
tional activity in ohe typical community is informal, devel
oped by the individual himself and centering around the
family and small groups. The community suffers when there
is no wholesome recreation for the group as a whole, where
they can see no children from all the homes participating
in activities that will develop a spirit of co-operation.
The rural community does not have the attraction that city
children enjoy by meeting at parks equipped with swimming
pools and playground equipment for their enjoyment.
Organized recreational activities are usually of
two kinds: Those provided by the public or private agen
cies and not operated for a profit and those operated for
profit. Usually the children are eager to have some place
to go. The Arp High School is equipped with radios, piano?
projectors and a gymnasium. There is a fine opportunity
for the clubs to use sports as one of their forms of rec
reation during the summer months in order to keep the spir
it alive and enjoy some play along with their activities.4
Since schools are made for the children's enjoyment, the
school that neglects these phases of activities fails to
live up to its responsibility of leadership in the commu
nity.
Community Activities. — Before one can do anything
about improving community relation, one must know how good
^Sanderson, D. Rural Sociology and Rural Social
Organizations. p. 582.""
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or bad they are.

And before that, one has to be sure that

his basic policies are such as to warrant good public
relations.6 The present remarkable community co-operation
grew out of the interest made manifest by a few patrons
who had the welfare of the children at heart. This inter
est grew because of the school's active interest and co
operation with the Parent-Teachers' Association.
The democratic school draws upon and also contributes
to the community.6

The program uses the parents and their

services as resources that are vital in the school pro
gram. It is, therefore, essential that administrators,
teachers, and students alike understand how every inter
view, excursion, and survey, every extended field study,
service project and work experience is a venture toward
community relations.
Parent-Teachers' Association. -- For the monthly
meetings, the school buses are sent out on the regular
daily route to transport those patrons who desire to
attend the meetings. The program of the P. T. A. is for
broader home co-operation with the school's program for the
development and growth of the children. Visual aids and dis
cussions form the major part of the monthly programs.

The

SFostley, Maurice P.
- •.
"How to Improve Your Public
delations.
The American School Board Journal. 115:5-27.

Olson, Edward G.

School and Community,

p. 335.
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social phase of ohe Parent-Teacher group is
an

climaxed with

annual banquet at which some community past6r is guest

speaker.
The tangible work of the Parent-Teachers Association
is seen in the purchasing of equipment for the Homemaking
Department, the cafeteria, and Vocational Agriculture
Department.
At one of the annual banquets held in the school's
gymnasium, Mr. J. C. McAdams, Supervisor of Negro Education
for the State of Texas, addressed more than 330 patrons and
friends.
Other Forms of Co-operation. — It is difficult to
comment on community co-operation and organizations without
repeating some of the facts because there is a general re
lationship among the community and many of its organiza
tions. But the co-operation of the citizens of the com
munity has been materially shown in the wholehearted
participation in programs for financing building projects
and reconstrueuion during the present administration.
The success of these ventures lay in the activities of
community-clubs •

Under such a plan the Lula Arterberry

Building (homemaking) was financed. The building was con
structed by free (work-a-day) labor of the citizens.
Another example of this type of genuine interest in
the school's program was the donation of stones for the
industrial arts building. These stones were laid by hired
skilled workmen, but the carpentry work was done by students
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in shop classes and under the supervision of the instruc
tor in industrial arts.
Churches of the Community. —
part of every Negro Communit.

Religion is a vital

As in the days of slavery,

it offers a form of release for pent-up emotions. This idea
is ably discussed by Benjamin Mays7 in his volume, The Negro
and His Church, Tinder the heading "Survival Techniques."
Oftimes there are too many churches for the size of the com
munity. This, the writer thinks, is true of the Arp Commu
nity.

The chruch is one of the basic institutions in soci

ety, therefore, the success of the community depends upon
the progress that is made in the home, church, and school.
The School's Community Program. — Included with
other activities is a school-church relationship--which re
lationship tied in more definitely the inter-relationship
of the community life of the people. The average Negro
church tends to exclude all but itself; thus, developing a
one-sided citizen.

By means of a well-planned program

which gives the personnel a tangible responsibility in the
school program, the people gave both moral and financial
support in all school activities.
This tangible responsibility was in the form of
teacher-community clubs, organized according to the church
communities included in the school district. The spirit
of rivalry spiced the efforts in financial contests.

The

pastors became interested and with many other patrons be
came active members of the P. T. A. organization. Thus
having won the favor of the church people the desired co^ tr* 7^ays* Benjamin. "Survival Techniques," The Negro
and Hi3 Church, p. 28.
—Ssi".
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operation in Carrying out the school's community health
and child care activities were attained.

The teacher-community clubs functioned in the
churches' programs as guest speakers and faculty chorus and
school choral club activities. Likewise the community
church pastors spoke at assembly hours in the school
auditorium. Substantial financial aid was given in the
school's building fund rallies.

As much as #600.00 was

raised by the community churches.
The community's part in sharing the financial burden
of a large part of these improvements must have struck an
interesting, and for some individuals a discordant note.
The writer is fully aware of the fact he has moved out of
the administrative field and has assumed to a large degree
the responsibilities of the Board of isducation.

Reeder in

his Fundamental of Public School Administration makes
clear that the duties of the Board of Education shall be
conceived as responsibility for furnishing financial means
which provide physical and educational conditions by which
organised activity may be carried on.8
Therefore because of the human benefits that under
lie the opportunity for better training, and because of the
loss due to lack of advantages of nominal facilities, a
thoughtful principal is urged to go beyond traditional
bounds of administration in order to being about the
sReeder,

Administration.

W. G. The Fundamentals of Public School
p. 88.
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greatest possible good for all concerned.
The writer of unis thesis has noted an encouraging
sign, however.

The Arp Board of Education is showing a

strong tendency toward assuming its full duty so that it
can provide the necessary building and equipment for the
Negro children of the district. The Board of Education
sees the folly of forcing a struggling principal and his
teachers to provide for the school's needs so that the pupils
will not suffer for the lack of facilities. The change in
attitude on the part of the Board of Education, the writer,
believes is one of ohe greatest signs that points to the
enhancement of the education of our people.
The public relations in ohe community are basic for
any one to follow if he hopes to build a program carefully
and in a detailed manner. The students should master
their field-work techniques by making the right contacts
co-operatively, and by having an appreciation for ohe contri
butions of others.

Many times community relations are sti

fled because all school policies are kept in a closed book
to the public and many communities suffer because they
do not have solutions to their problems. The publicized
notable programs in the community will create new interest
in the community and at the same time sell the school pro
gram to the parents and the general public.®

®Sanderson, Dwight W. Rural Sociology and Rural
Social Organization, p. 289.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Specific findings of the study are presented below:
1. The migratory nature of the families in the
district reflected itself In constant fluctuations In the
number of scholastics and in the total enrollment of
Blaine School.

the

Workers frequently moved from farm to farm,

and from place to place.

When the sawmill was erected in

1932, people from the outside came in to augument the
number of scholastics in the district.
2. Because pupils had to walk long distances to
school, parents kept them heme until they were convinced
that the children were physically able to traverse a
roundtrip of say at least six miles daily.

The district

during this time had made no provision for the transpor
tation of oolored children.

This was a sad and distress

ing commentary on the sohool officials who were aware that
the law said that separate facilities should be provided,
but they must be equal.
3. It is interesting to observe that the number of
graduates from the sohool were few.

And those who did

graduate were forced to remain at home on the farm, since
most of them were not financially able to go to some nearby
town to complete their high sohool work.

As the years
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v/ent by, and as the school approached the 1940's, there
was an awakening in interest in attending school.

Con

sequently, quite a few of the more brilliant pupils went
to Tyler to complete high school work, and others attended
Butler and Texas colleges, mainly.
4. Through the long period, approximately twenty
years, physical plant improvements were negligible.

The

most significant improvement was the tearing down of a
two-room structure and the erection of a four-room brick
veneer building in 1935-1936. With the exception of the
addition of stage curtains, this building continued to
serve the colored community until in 1945 the consolida
tion program got underway and four more rooms were added
to the original building, named the Blaine Junior High
School and its name was changed to the Arp High School.
5. Probably the greatest growth was seen in the
increase in the number of people constituting the in
structional staff, and the professional improvement of
the teachers of the district.
6. Stagnation seems to have dominated curriculum
growth, for virtually two-thirds of the time from 1934 to
1944, the three "R's" formed the foundation of the course
offerings.

A distressing sign was the teaching of the

beginning pupils in many cases by the more advanced stu
dents.
With the advent of the Arp Vocational High School,
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a consolidated institution, progress was at once noted.
A building program was initiated thus providing better
facilities to train children to live "The more abundant
life."

In providing the building, through community aid

the principal was forced outside of the area of administra
tion and he assumed the duties of the Board of Education
in order that the pupils might not be handicapped in
their training for college entrance or for some vocation.
Hie plant grew from a remodeled four-room struc
ture into seven buildings, including a teacherage, shop
building, homemaking building, administration building,
gymnasium-auditorium.

Additional grounds were purchased,

some leased, in order to provide ample space for play
ground purposes.
All of these improvements were made at nominal
cost, because the labor was done mostly by students and
teachers under faculty supervision.

For example, a

gymnasium-auditorium was constructed for a third of what
its value is estimated.

A fifteen-thousand dollar build

ing was erected for less than $10,000.
As the number of scholastics increased, new teach
ers were added to the staff.

Teachers constantly attend

ed school for the purpose of securing the Master of Arts
degree.
Today a large number of the faculty holds advanced
degrees.
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Salaries in the course of four years jumped from
"below the $1,000 mark to $2,400 and above.

This increase

in salaries will have a constructive effect, for it is
bound to attract some of the keenest minds into the school
system.
One of the most stimulating curriculum changes has
been the initiation of a program of "resource-use educa
tion for better living" in the community. This program
calls for conservation of human and institutional re
sources as well as the physical environment of the commu
nity.
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Today a large number of the faculty hold advanced
degrees.
Salaries In the course of four years jumped from below
the $1,000. mark to $2400, and above.

This lnorease in sal

aries will have a constructive effect, for it is bound to
attract some of the keenest minds into the school system.
One of the most stimulating curriculum changes has been
the initiation of a program of "resource-use education for
better living" in the community.

This program calls for

conservation of human and institutional resources as well as
the physical environment of the community.
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Conclusion
A decade from now, l e t us say, the history and develop
ment of the Arp Higi School, should be rewritten for the ex
pressed purpose of bringing i t up-to-date i f for no other
reason.

In tracing the development of the school from 1934

t o 1949, the writer found many gaps as he t r i e d t o piece t o 
gether the many accounts and sources of information.

These

gaps make prominent one of the weaknesses of the t h e s i s .
In the Related Studies, an attempt was made t o c a l l the
reader's attention t o a few of the more significant studies
on Negro education in Texas, with particular emphasis on those
works showing the development cf some local I n s t i t u t i o n .

The

reader was made aware that the paucity of studies in the
historical area challenges graduate students t o make more
contributions to t h i s f i e l d .

Chapter I I . presented the

historical background so neoessary for an overall under
standing of the conditions, both immediate and remote, that
were related In some way t o the development of the school.
By bringing in the history of the post o f f i c e , the
writer made obvious the growth of the town of Arp t o such
proportion that an Improved high school for Negroes was
Imperative.
The background discussion also included information
on the occupational and economic status of the families
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Conclusion
A decade from now, let us say, the history and devel
opment of the Arp High School, should be rewritten for the
expressed purpose of bringing it up-to-date if for no
other reason.

In tracing the development of the school

from 1934 to 1949, the writer found many gaps as he tried
to piece together the many accounts and sources of infor
mation.

These gaps make prominent one of the weaknesses

of the thesis.
In the Related Studies, an attempt was made to call
the reader*s attention to a few of the more significant
studies on Negro education in Texas, with particular empha
sis on those works showing the development of some local
institution.

The reader was made aware that the paucity of

studies in the historical area challenges graduate students
to make more contributions to this field.

Chapter II pre

sented the historical background so necessary for an over
all understanding of the conditions, both immediate and
remote, that were related in same way to the development
of the school.
By bringing in the history of the post office, the
writer made obvious the growth of the town of Arp to such
proportion that an improved high school for Negroes was
imperative.
The background discussion also included information
on the occupational and economic status of the families
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residing in the areas, their modes of recreation, the
educational level of the parents, and the racial attitudes
of the people living in the Arp community.

It was implied

that the relationship between the races was typical of that
existing in the deep south.

One significant point that the

reader ought to retain Is that the Negroes of the Arp
community hold what some leaders call "a sensible attitude",
because otherwise the colored citizen would place himself
in the unpleasant position of disfavor at the hands of
superior advantage."

The fact Is that the situation is

an untroubled, undisturbed flow of two streams of human
ity—black and white.

Each group is following its own

prescribed route with only an occasional common ground.
The writer is of the opinion of President William
H, Jones of Tillotson College, Austin, Texas, who In
an inaugural address In the spring of 1946, said that Negroes
and whites "need to broaden their basis of communication,"
This Is a fact, since the greatest communication that the white
man is Inclined to, so far as Negroes are concerned, Is the
Issuing of an order, asking for Information, and the selling
of some product.

Negroes and whites should come together to

discuss, not in horse play, but In serious man-to-man conver
sation, the economic and every day problems that are common
to both races in the community.

m
Rec ommendatIons
It Is customary to make recommendations in the last
chapter of a thesis, or doctoral dissertation.

This study

does not call for such a practice, since the writer's main
purpose was to tell the story of the development of the
Arp Colored Vocational Hi$i School from 1935 to 1949.
Probably there Is one recommendation the writer would
venture to make, and this suggestion would apply to hundreds
of school systems located In the South, and that is some
how local school boards must be made aware cf the ethical
principle Involved in assuming their rightful duties in
providing equal buildings, facilities, and transportation
for all pupils regardless of race, oolor, or creed.

They

must cease depending upon school principals to go out into
the community to raise funds for public property and public
Instructional facilities from a minority people that are
already burdened with the stigma of race and previous con
dition of servitude.

They must cease encouraging the giving

of "hand-me-downs" to colored schools.
The Arp District Board of Education is showing a change
of attitude in this matter.

The writer ventures to predict

that sane decades henoe, all pupils in the county and dist
rict will be provided with equal educational opportunities
without regard to racial stigma.
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APPENDIX D
i

APPENDIX E

A SKETCH OF THE ARP SCHOOL PLANT

APPENDIX F

AN APPRAISAL OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OF THE ARP
CONSOLIDATED RURAL HIGH SCHOOLS FOR
NEGROES IN ARP, TEXAS

SBBgJMLflg-ffi
GENERAL
1.

Name of School^

2.

County

3.

Name of person reporting

1f.

Position of person reporting

5.

Date of Consolidation

ADMINISTRATION
1.

Length of Term

2.

Number of elementary teachers

Male

Female.

3.

Number of part time teachers

Male

Female.

k.

Number full time teachers

Male

Female.

5.

Number special-field teachers;
a.

Voc. Ag.
Arts

months

b. Homemaking

.; c. Industrial

j d. Veterans Voc. School

e. Handicapped Children

y

j f. Others

name
(Please check)
6.

Number of high school teachers

Male

Female.

7.

Total number teachers all kinds

Male

Female.

8.

Teacher training; (circle highest year completed)
Years of College work; 1, 2, 3, S 5, 6.

9. Experiences (circle number years taught)
i, 2, 3, l+, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, more
10. Tenures (circle number years in present position)
If
3, *»-, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, more
11. Approximate average annual salarys (check nearest
value)
a. Principals $2*f00, $26000, $2800, $3000, $3600
b. Full time teacherss $1500, 1800, 2000, 2^00
c. Special-field teacherss $2000, 2^00, 2600, 3000
12. High School Enrollment:
a. 1st vear

bovs

girls

b. 2nd year

boys

girls

c. 3rd year

boys

^girls

Total high school enrollment
13.

Number transported

1^.

Number enrolled by transfer

15. Records kepts (please check)
a.

Cumulative

c. Aptitude ,

b. Intelligence test__
d. Achievement

e. Others

(name)
"(Please endose samples of forms used)
16<

Curriculum
A. Organizations
(1) Conventional
(2) Departmental^
(3) Progressive

B.

Special courses offered: (1) Typings
(2) Music
r;

C.

; (3) P. E.

OO Art

(5) Others (name.

Vocational courses offered: (1) V. A.,
(2) H. M.
Others (name')

D.

i

,5

(3) M. A.
i

Extra-Curricular Activities (check)
ATHLETICS

CLUBS
1. Dramatics_

1. Football

2.

Handicraft.

2.

Basketball.

3.

Boy Scouts.

3.

Volley ball

V.

Hi "YM

b. Softball__

5.

Jr. Red Cross.

5.

Tennis

6.

Others (name).

6.

Track

7.

Others (name).

E.

_

Musical Organization

P.

Offered:

1.

Committee.

2. Jr. Glee Club

2.

Principal.

3.

Quartet
a. Male
b. Female

3.

Counselor.

1+.

Band

5.

Rhythm Band

1.

00

Choral Club

6. Others (name)

.

b. Home Room Teacher.
5.

Others (Name)

Community Services: (Please check)
A. Civic Movements Sponsored:

B. Recreational and Cultural

1. Improved water supply

ActiylMesj
1. Community Fairs

2. Soil Conservation

2. Visiting Artist,

3.

3. Interscholastie League,

Improved Roads

b. R. S. A.

Forums

5. Immunization programs,

5. Song Festivals,

6. Clean up days

6. Church programs.

